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Just as nature renews its treasures, so does Mikasa. With the latest collection of real wood floors, Mikasa 

presents a unique flooring range that brings to you the finest wood species from around the world.

A NEW COLLECTION. A NEW BEGINNING.

FOREVER WOOD. FOREVER MEMORIES.

It has been around you forever. In the 

melody of the sparrow, in the sweetness 

of the berries, in the bliss of your swing 

and in the comfort of the shade. Those 

memories may have been lost to time. 

Wood, however, continues to endure. 

The eternal nature of wood inspires 

Mikasa Real Wood Floors to gift those 

memories back to you.  

 

Made for the first time in India, Mikasa is 

the only manufacturer of real wood floors. 

With over 100 products, its wide-ranging 

collection brings together the most exotic 

species of wood from around the world, 

engineered to perfection with the latest 

European technology.
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The Oak Moonlight selection infuses a tranquil and harmonious feel to your interiors. Lending a light complexion, 

the selection enhances the serene appeal of your room. Offered in 1-Strip format with Matt finish.

The Mikasa Pristine is a distinctive selection of 15mm hardwood flooring. Crafted to perfection, the latest 

offering in the range captures the natural strength of Oak and makes your interiors rich and majestic.

MIKASA PRISTINE

Plank Thickness

Top Layer - Veneer Thickness

Middle Layer - Pine

Balancing Veneer

15mm

upto 3mm

10mm

2mm

OAK SUMMER 4
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The unique Oak Dusk range captures Oak’s character at its natural best. Presented in 1-Strip format with open pores 

and Matt finish, Oak Dusk illuminates your room in natural light.

The delicate texture of the Oak Winter selection makes it truly sublime. Lending a blanched complexion to your interiors, 

the range illuminates your room in ashen elegance. Available in 1-Strip format with Matt finish.
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With its exquisite copper-brown shade and grained patterns, Oak Summer gives a gorgeous impression to your floors. 

Available in Matt finish and 1-Strip format, Oak Summer is truly mesmerizing.

Invite the vibrancy of springtime with this collection of wood floors. Available in Matt finish and 1-Strip format, 

Oak Spring brightens your interiors with its blanched texture and scintillating design.
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Invite the freshness of the sea mist with the inspiring Oak Sea Mist wood flooring. Presented in 1-Strip format with 

Matt finish, its grey palette offers your interiors a breath of fresh air.  

Oak Lumen presents the elegance of Oak in all its glory. Presented in exquisite Matt finish and 1-Strip format, 

Oak Lumen illuminates your floors with its smooth and lustrous complexion.
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Showcasing a rich brown colour palette, African Teak is crafted from Iroko tree. Giving your floors a deep complexion, 

it offers an intimate ambience to your interiors. Available in Matt and Brushed finish.

A premium collection of 13mm wood flooring, Mikasa Arbor presents the latest addition to its Eclectic 

collection. Ethically sourced from the world over, this unique selection of rare tropical wood species 

enhances the grandeur of interiors with its exquisite finesse.
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One of the most sought -after tropical woods, Burmese Teak is valued for its durability and water resistance. 

Imparting a rich and classy character to your floor, Burmese Teak also comes in Matt and Brushed finish.

Crafted from the Pink Lapacho tree indigenous to the Americas, Lapacho gives your floors a touch of sophistication and 

refinement. Lapacho is naturally rich in tannin and therefore resistant to changes in weather. It is available in Matt and 

Brushed finish.
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With its dark brown tan and deep stripe patterns, Jatoba offers an expansive and flowing look to your interiors. 

Native to South and Central America, Jatoba is available in Matt and Brushed finish.

The majestic Brazilian Walnut infuses a sense of wonder and elegance to hardwood flooring. Ethically sourced from the 

Brazilian rainforest, Brazilian Walnut is further complemented with Matt and Brushed finish.
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PALACE COLLECTION

African Teak

12

Lapacho

13

Brazilian Walnut

15

Jatoba

16

Burmese Teak
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Quick Reference Guide

Due to printing limitations, product colour and texture reproduced in this
brochure may vary from actual product. We recommend you to please refer to the
actual product for exact grain patterns and shades.  
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1-Strip: 1200mm x 135mm

1-Strip: 1800mm x 185mm
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1-Strip: 2100mm x 185mm

1-Strip: 2400mm x 210mm
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3-Strip: 2400mm x 195mm
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Matt Lacquer
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Explore the entire collection at: www.mikasafloors.com or call: +91-11-42791399 / SMS <MIKASA> to 53030
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